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ABSTRACT
In the last couple of years, organizations have demonstrated
an increased willingness to participate in threat intelligence
sharing platforms. The open exchange of information and
knowledge regarding threats, vulnerabilities, incidents and
mitigation strategies results from the organizations’ growing
need to protect against today’s sophisticated cyber attacks.
To investigate data quality challenges that might arise in
threat intelligence sharing, we conducted focus group dis-
cussions with ten expert stakeholders from security oper-
ations centers of various globally operating organizations.
The study addresses several factors affecting shared threat
intelligence data quality at multiple levels, including collect-
ing, processing, sharing and storing data. As expected, the
study finds that the main factors that affect shared threat
intelligence data stem from the limitations and complexities
associated with integrating and consolidating shared threat
intelligence from different sources while ensuring the data’s
usefulness for an inhomogeneous group of participants.Data
quality is extremely important for shared threat intelligence.
As our study has shown, there are no fundamentally new
data quality issues in threat intelligence sharing. However,
as threat intelligence sharing is an emerging domain and
a large number of threat intelligence sharing tools are cur-
rently being rushed to market, several data quality issues –
particularly related to scalability and data source integra-
tion – deserve particular attention.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing complexity, heterogeneity, and intercon-

nectedness of information systems has lead to a significant
increase in the number of security related attacks [11, 14].
Recent prominent security incidents have shown that a suc-
cessful cyber attack can quickly lead to a devastating loss
of intellectual property, productivity, and money, and can
instantly diminish an organization’s reputation [11, 17]. Re-
search and practice have shown that there is a strong need
for the exchange of data, information and knowledge be-
tween organizations to aid the management of vulnerabili-
ties, threats and to mitigate incidents [4, 5].

In practice, an increased willingness of organizations to ex-
change threat intelligence among each other can be observed
and several government-sponsored projects have gained trac-
tion in recent years [6]. For example, in the Netherlands the
government has introduced a national detection, response
and expertise network [7] and NATO has initiated the Cyber
Security Data Exchange and Collaboration Infrastructure
(CDXI) project [4]. Additionally, several standardization
efforts (e.g. CybOX, STIX and TAXII) to support auto-
mated threat intelligence sharing gained attention in recent
years [9, 8, 19, 12].

The data quality of shared threat intelligence plays an
important role as inaccurate data can result in undesired
effects [18]. The assumption underlying our research is that
threat intelligence sharing efforts are prone to the same data
quality problems that plague traditional data sets, namely
accuracy, completeness, consistency, timeliness, and rele-
vance. However, to the best of our knowledge, it is not
very well understood how these quality dimensions influ-
ence threat intelligence data. As research has yet to be
conducted in this area, shared threat intelligence may re-
quire completely different strategies and tools for data qual-
ity management.

The goal of our research is, therefore, to investigate data
quality in shared threat intelligence data sets through a se-
ries of focus group discussions with ten threat intelligence
stakeholders working at security operation centers of ten
globally operating organizations. We probed both tradi-
tional data quality problems as well as data quality issues
relevant to early adopters, data quality issues relevant to
specific stakeholder groups and end users of threat intelli-
gence sharing platforms.
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While the number of focus group interviews was not suf-
ficient to draw any strong statistical conclusions, the study
provides a foundation from which to draw valid, general-
izable conclusions about data quality challenges in shared
threat intelligence, as well as inform future data quality re-
search initiatives in this emerging domain.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides related work regarding threat intelligence
sharing platforms and corresponding challenges. Section 3
outlines the underlying methodology and procedure carried
out. Section 4 outlines the results and key findings of the
expert discussions. Section 5 gives recommendations and
future research perspectives elicited from the key findings.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and provides an out-
look on future research.

2. RELATED WORK
While organizations have traditionally shared threat in-

telligence using ad-hoc solutions such as email exchange,
phone calls or ticketing systems, a trend to building in-
terconnected communities with associated platforms for the
(semi-)automated exchange of threat intelligence could be
observed in recent years [2]. An exchange of security knowl-
edge between experts across organizations is desirable as not
every organization has the resources to develop adequate se-
curity programs independently and organizations can learn
from other organizations’ mistakes [5].

For example, the Netherlands have introduced the Na-
tional Detection Network (NDN) [7] to support Dutch or-
ganizations in the exchange of relevant threat intelligence.
Similarly, NATO has initiated the Cyber Security Data Ex-
change and Collaboration Infrastructure (CDXI) [4], that
provides a knowledge management tool which facilitates the
sharing of information on cyber threats.

Several efforts have been made to facilitate threat in-
telligence sharing in a standardized manner [2]. As a re-
sult, a number of compatible and incompatible data for-
mats, protocols, and frameworks have been introduced, in-
cluding the Common Vulnerability Exposure (CVE), Struc-
tured Threat Information Expression (STIX), Trusted Au-
tomated eXchange of Indicator Information (TAXII), Open
Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) and the
Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification
(CAPEC) [8, 19, 12].

In recent years, several authors have analyzed the require-
ments and challenges for threat intelligence sharing plat-
forms.

Dandurand and Serrano [4] were the first who formulate
11 high-level requirements. While the authors state that
customizable quality control of shared threat intelligence is
one of the core requirements for such a platform, they do not
propose any applicable quality requirements and controls.

Based on the main technology enablement and efficiency
challenges experienced in threat intelligence sharing prac-
tice, Brown et al. [2] derived several requirements to support
threat intelligence sharing. The requirements are general re-
quirements and the authors do not present any tool-based
or directly applicable solutions to them.

Serrano et al. [18] outlined key problems that should be
addressed by threat intelligence sharing platforms. They
primarily focus on fundamental aspects, e.g. legal issues, a
threat intelligence sharing platform struggles with, and how
they can be addressed.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior research has been
conducted that analyzes data quality in threat intelligence
sharing platforms.

3. PROCEDURE & STUDY DESIGN
The addressed research problem and research plan were

formulated in close collaboration with two partners from in-
dustry, namely a security expert group developing a nation-
wide threat intelligence sharing platform and community as
well as a group of potential members of such a community
from industry. As already outlined, our goal was to obtain
an understanding of the particular data quality challenges
threat intelligence sharing faces. For this reason, expert fo-
cus group discussions were conducted.

The goal of the expert focus group discussion was to gain a
deeper understanding of how organizations currently share
threat intelligence, how it is disseminated and which data
quality issues can be observed. We conducted two group
discussions with ten domain experts at the managerial level
with at least five years experience in the domain. The ma-
jority of participants had a university degree in computer
science (CS) or information systems management (IS). All
companies are based in a central European country and are
predominately in finance (cf. Table 1). While all compa-
nies operate globally, one of them can be considered a small
enterprise, two can be considered medium enterprises and
the rest are large enterprises with vastly more than 1000
employees each.

The group interviews were conducted in March 2016 at a
neutral premise and lasted for roughly one and half hours
each. To prepare the group interviews, a telephone interview
with developers of a threat intelligence sharing platform was
conducted in order to clarify terminology and threat intel-
ligence sharing concepts. During the expert focus group
discussion, participants were asked to describe their organi-
zation’s approaches to threat intelligence sharing and how
shared threat intelligence data is used in their organiza-
tion’s processes. Furthermore, they were specifically in-
structed to discuss data quality issues. Most of the dis-
cussions were recorded and transcribed (some parts of the
discussions could not be recorded due to confidentiality con-
cerns raised by participants). We took notes during the
telephone interviews and the expert focus group discussions.
Written summaries were produced immediately after the in-
terviews were completed.

The participants were instructed by two researchers before
each session began. Ahead of the second session, short sum-
maries of the previous discussion were given to the partici-
pants to encourage new inputs and speed up the new discus-
sion [1]. The sessions were recorded and researchers asked
questions during the discussion to clarify any outstanding
issues. After completing the data collection, interview tran-
scripts, the written interview summaries and the recordings
were analyzed. Qualitative summaries were produced [13]
from the collected data in order to extract the facets rele-
vant to the research [3]. We created categories inductively by
reducing, paraphrasing and generalizing relevant text pas-
sages.

The application of focus group discussions in empirical re-
search might be limited by certain threats to validity [20, 10].
Limitations that have to be acknowledged and accounted
for are a selection bias when selecting the participants, un-
wanted influences of the moderators during the discussions,
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Table 1: Participants in the group discussions

ID Organizational Role
Qualifications

Type of Org. # of Employees
Security
Specific
Certifica-
tions

University
Degree in CS
or IS

1 Security Operations Team Leader x <150
2 Security Operations Officer CISSP, CCSP Insurance >1000
3 IT Security Analyst CISSP, CEH x Finance >1000
4 Cyber Security Incident Response Team Finance >1000
5 Managed Security Service Provider x >1000
6 Security Specialist x Finance 150 - 1000
7 Information Security Officer CISM Finance >1000
8 Head of Security Operations Center CISA x Finance >1000
9 Security CISM, CISSP Finance >1000
10 Cyber Security Incident Response Team CISSP, CEH x Production 150 - 1000

off-topic discussions, or language barriers. In order to min-
imize limitations, during group discussion and evaluation
we followed the suggestions stated in [20]. According to
these suggestions [20], (i) participants of a security expert
group meeting were asked to voluntarily participate in our
group discussion session, (ii) discussions were lead by skill-
ful, empathetic, and reluctant moderators, (iii) moderators
refocused the discussion as soon as it got off track, and (iv)
the group discussions were held in English as a common
language. Interview partners were managerial-level employ-
ees of medium-to-large enterprises and the majority of them
were working in the financial sector, which might make re-
sults biased towards this particular type of sharing commu-
nity.

4. FINDINGS
The analysis of the expert group discussions yielded in-

sights into shared threat intelligence data quality which were
condensed to a set of findings. These findings are listed and
discussed in the following subsections.

Finding 1: Integration of threat intelligence
sources amplifies preexisting data quality prob-
lems
We gathered from the interviews that stakeholders’ trust
in the quality of the data provided by the platform is of
paramount importance. Interviewees state that traceabil-
ity and provenance of the threat intelligence must be estab-
lished and visible, especially as data is curated from different
sources and by different stakeholders.

While we could observe that stakeholders trust threat
intelligence data from known sources more than from un-
known sources, we found that most interviewees agreed that
threat intelligence sharing platform providers should act as a
trusted mediator that ensures proper integration of different
sources. Some types of data quality problems will get worse
as as the number of participants and integrated data sources
increases. As security data is shared between stakeholders,
aggregated from different sources and linked to other data
already present in the data sets, the number of base errors
also increases.

Not only will the cost and required effort of tracking and
fixing these data quality issues increase, operators of threat
intelligence sharing platforms are challenged with the her-

culean task of managing data quality in an unobtrusive fash-
ion - without the help of participating data consumers.

Finding 2: Combining short-lived shared threat
intelligence from disjunct industries makes the
important intelligence hard to find
Those interviewees already utilizing a threat intelligence shar-
ing platform in their organization stated that it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to find the right intelligence/information
in time as data relevant to other industries is included in the
platform. In this context, interviewee 3 for example, stated:
“. . . I don’t want to read threat intelligence from Company
X [from another type of industry] the entire day, because I
obviously don’t have the time. . . ”.

We found that the data quality dimensions of timeliness
and relevance were important to the security decision mak-
ers. In order to provide a valuable service to organiza-
tions participating in the threat intelligence sharing plat-
form, the platform must both ensure that new intelligence
is distributed in time and that outdated intelligence is hid-
den as soon as it loses relevance.

Finding 3: Existing threat intelligence sharing
tools often limit data accessibility
The interviewees stated that in order to get the big picture
of the current threat landscape, better dashboard like struc-
tures that can be freely configured are required. For exam-
ple, interviewee 2 stated that“... when I access the platform,
I need to know what is going on immediately.”. As the daily
activities of threat intelligence stakeholders can often be de-
scribed as“looking for the needle in the haystack”, stakehold-
ers require qualitative and quantitative information about
current incidents that are organized in a news-stream like
fashion. However, as stakeholders reported, currently avail-
able threat intelligence sharing tools lack the customization,
filters, news stream aggregation capabilities and search ca-
pabilities required for their daily work.

To manage the high influx of data, several interviewees
suggested additional filters according to the geographic and
language dimensions of ongoing attacks. For example, inter-
viewee 3 stated that “I only care about phishing campaigns
in the languages that are spoken in my organization. If the
mails come in Swedish, my employees are smart enough to
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ignore them. Therefore, the costs of including them [and
manually filtering them] outweighs the potential risks.”.

Further missing filters and analysis functionality that have
been mentioned were source of intelligence, category (e.g.
data regarding incidents), methods of detection as well as
time related information. In order to minimize the effort
required by the participants to improve the data quality, it
was deemed important to share enriched data with other
stakeholders.

In summary, as threat intelligence sharing platforms face
the challenge of not overwhelming end-users with unneces-
sary noise, it is important to provide convenient mechanisms
for stakeholders to distill the signal quickly.

Finding 4: Manually generated quality errors
are difficult to find and often occur due to a lack
of common data entry rules
All interviewees not agreed that it is of utmost importance
to not only use a common standard (e.g. STIX, TAXII) for
threat intelligence sharing but also agreed on the importance
of using and enforcing a common vocabulary for data entry
to prevent data quality issues. For instance, while most
threat intelligence sharing standards provide ample syntax
for specifying threat intelligence, they do not provide a com-
mon language for full-text data fields such as description or
title of entries.

Results from interviews also show a need for a common
understanding of flags, tags and meta-data (e.g. risk rating
results). To prevent quality errors due to e.g. industry pecu-
liarities, it is necessary to establish and enforce a common
understanding of what data and the circumstances under
which to share (and when and not to share) them.

Current standardization efforts of threat intelligence shar-
ing form the basis for building standardized exchange plat-
forms but still fail to ensure interpretability of the data
across company and industry boundaries.

Manual data export and import (from tools that provide
no direct integration) introduce hard to find quality errors
that are frequently semantic in nature. They are immune to
most existing approaches of error detection and correction.

These errors result from missing standardization of data
exchange between different tools, organizations’ dependency
on low-tech exchange of threat intelligence (e.g. via paper
reports), limited access to required sources and occur very
frequently at all the organizations the were represented.

Finding 5: Automated integration of external
sources can improve data quality
The adoption of automated integration of threat intelligence
and data sources will dramatically improve data quality while
at the same time making it much easier and more efficient
to work with shared threat intelligence by removing man-
ual entry steps and eliminating human generated data entry
errors.

Although benefits are obvious for public and anonymized
sources, participants expressed restraint when discussing the
automatic integration of internal sources due to privacy, se-
curity and compliance concerns.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RE-
SEARCH

As data quality is extremely important for all cybersecu-

rity decisions, the goal of our research was to discern whether
new or different data quality issues exist in threat intel-
ligence sharing. To summarize our findings, there are no
fundamentally new data quality issues in shared threat in-
telligence. However some data quality challenges are more
or less pronounced than others and definitely warrant future
research - especially due to scalability effects as the number
of sources and volume of data processed by threat intelli-
gence sharing platforms might be significantly higher than
in the past.

The recommendations presented in this section are drawn
mainly from the findings in the previous section. The recom-
mendations are of observational nature, practically oriented
and derived from the interviews’ results.

Recommendation 1: Ensure that the threat in-
telligence sharing standard and meta-model fit
the stakeholders’ needs
Utilize a threat intelligence sharing platform that either sup-
ports the meta-model best reflecting your stakeholders’ needs,
or ensure that the provided meta-model can be adapted ac-
cordingly.

Furthermore – also in terms of schema completeness – en-
sure that the used data model does not rely on too many
free-text fields and agree on a common language and work-
flow for them. This is important to prevent data quality
errors that result from manual data entry operations.

In terms of data completeness, make sure that existing
data sources are integrated automatically and manual data
fusion operations are limited. Especially, the integration
of publicly available sources (e.g. DNS-lookups, WHOIS-
lookups) should be directly mediated via the intelligence
sharing platform.

Recommendation 2: Minimize complexity by
unifying intelligence according to vulnerabili-
ties
As stakeholders require realtime support for important secu-
rity decisions, we found that grouping intelligence according
to vulnerabilities is a viable strategy. Vulnerabilities are
linked to artifacts (e.g. software) that is either used or not
used in organizations. This allows to quickly filter for those
vulnerabilities (and linked threats and risks) that truly af-
fect the stakeholder. To further improve the data retrieval
process it is worthwhile to automatically synchronize the as-
set landscape of an organization with the threat intelligence
sharing platform to tailor data queries to a relevant subset.

Recommendation 3: Correct data at the main
source and link intelligence at the borders
If data has to be corrected (either automatically or through
manual intervention), this should happen at the main source
of the data to minimize the impact. As shared threat intel-
ligence is often aggregated from disparate sources that only
push data into the platform, this is often a difficult task.
However, we found that many data fusion activities (e.g.
linking attacks to the same attacker, attacks exploiting the
same vulnerability) can be performed better outside of the
main platform. This also decreases the number of sources
and associated complexity.
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Recommendation 4: Trust in data is of utmost
importance: inform users about data quality
As shown during the expert discussions, the four trust di-
mensions of provenance, verifiability, reputation and believ-
ability are highly relevant to users of threat intelligence shar-
ing platforms.

Provenance, referring to the contextual meta-data repre-
senting the origin of the source, was determined to be impor-
tant in two ways. The first perspective focuses on assessing
the trustworthiness of the intelligence itself as an attribute
derived from the trustworthiness of the intelligence and its
source. The second perspective focuses on determining trust
values further tailored to the needs of security decision mak-
ers. As current cybersecurity intelligence sharing standards
do not account for any of these dimensions, this is a gap
that needs to be addressed in future research.

The trust dimension of verifiability is particularly chal-
lenging, as participants of threat intelligence sharing plat-
forms are faced with the dichotomy of wanting to share as
much about attacks as possible, while still keeping within or-
ganizational and legal constraints. Therefore, it might not
always be possible to verify every entry shared via such plat-
forms. Moreover, Murdoch and Leaver analyzed this issue
and concluded that there is always a conflict between the
need for anonymity versus the need to trust the shared in-
formation [15].

Therefore, it is required to inform the user of the platform
about the quality of the data. For example, if anonymous
cybersecurity intelligence is shared (e.g. due to legal rea-
sons), the platform must act as a trusted party and ensure
that the users are informed about the limited precision of
the available data.

If possible, the platform should ensure that only validated
data can be entered into the platform in order to guarantee
authenticity of shared information.

Recommendation 5: Crowdsource data quality
management
Closely related to the provenance dimension [16], the rep-
utation dimension is concerned with the reputation and –
indirectly – the quality of the data. Provide ranking func-
tionality so that publishers’ subjective quality can be ranked
by other participants.

If possible, implement ranking capabilities for data sets
and include indicators such as rankings of CVEs.

The believability dimension [21], describing the extent to
which the intelligence is regarded as true and credible, was
rarely explicitly mentioned during the expert group discus-
sions. If possible, inform stakeholders about the source of
the provided intelligence, including information about the
size of the security operating center of the reporting entity,
the number of accesses requests to intelligence by large se-
curity operating centers and the number of participants of
the threat intelligence sharing platform that have taken re-
mediating steps.

Recommendation 6: Automate data quality er-
ror detection
The intrinsic dimension of accuracy [21], referring to the
degree to which the data correctly represents the real world,
was mostly discussed by the interviewees from the viewpoint

of unusable data attributes, which can be – to a large degree
– automatically detected.

Therefore, if possible, support the automatic detection of
attributes that do not conform to the required syntax.

The dimension of validity-of-documents, referring to the
valid usage of the underlying taxonomies and syntactic ac-
curacy was extensively discussed (and already mentioned in
preceding recommendations) and related quality errors can
be often automatically detected.

If possible, implement mechanisms that ensure that words
used in free-text fields conform to agreed-upon language and
that values used in restricted fields conform to agreed-upon
threat intelligence sharing taxonomy. More research is nec-
essary to (semi-) automatically detect semantic data quality
errors.

Recommendation 7: Focus on current threat
intelligence
As the main interest of participants is to be able to quickly
react to emerging threats, data quality improvement efforts
should primarily focus on new and volatile data. Supported
by appropriate mechanisms, entries that are no longer valid
can often be removed or hidden.

If possible, threat intelligence with (technologically) out-
dated entries (e.g. vulnerabilities of tools no longer used)
should be automatically hidden to minimize complexity. How-
ever, hidden entries should never be deleted as old data and
intelligence related to obsolete systems might still be useful
in the future.

Future Research Directions:
There are a number of follow up actions and research di-
rections that can be pursued. Some of these represent un-
addressed areas that require a long term investigation of a
living threat intelligence sharing platform. Others represent
ideas that were revealed during the research as interesting
topics that could be explored much further with minimal
effort in existing threat intelligence sharing tools.

• More empirical research: As cybersecurity intelligence
sharing platforms are an emerging issue, little empir-
ical research has been conducted so far. Due to this,
little is known about the “true” value they provide to
organizations – and the impact data quality has on this
value.

• Empirical evaluation of data formats and taxonomies:
While several standardization efforts strive to estab-
lish common formats of exchange, fusion and language,
they lack empirical validation and are often grounded
in the needs of a specific industry or company that
pushes their respective standard. Also, competing stan-
dards make generalizable research difficult. Current
industry independent standardization efforts (e.g. by
MITRE, OASIS, NIST) should be further pursued and
the trade-off between generalization and specialization
investigated.

• Empirical evaluation of shared threat intelligence: Since
data quality assurance and control is associated with
real data, more empirical investigations on the type
of information shared via a threat intelligence sharing
platform should be conducted. Based the results ade-
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quate quality assurance measures and controls can be
developed.

• Identification of additional data sources: Since data
errors and inconsistencies are difficult to detect, addi-
tional data sources to validate threat intelligence against
can be helpful. Therefore, the identification of valuable
additional information security data sources which should
be integrated into a threat intelligence sharing plat-
form and the development of supporting quality as-
surance algorithms is desirable.

• Trust and communities: It is worthwhile to investigate
data quality and its impact on stakeholder’s trust in
the data and how communities of “data quality excel-
lence” form within such platforms.

• Threat intelligence use: Little is known about the inter-
and intra-organizational use of data extracted from
threat intelligence platforms by stakeholders and how
the data is used in security decision making processes.
Therefore, little is known about the precise impact
data quality has on such processes and future research
is needed.

6. CONCLUSION
As threat intelligence sharing platforms will gain widespread

adoption in the foreseeable future, data quality management
mechanisms are required to ensure that threat intelligence
sharing platforms bring the promised benefits. As shown by
our research, several data quality challenges in shared threat
intelligence data exist, but they are not fundamentally new
data quality challenges. However, due to the emerging na-
ture of these data sharing platforms, their high data velocity
as well as the immediate impact data quality has on orga-
nizational decision making processes, data quality in this
context is an important issue and several unsolved areas
warrant future research.
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